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From pedestrian reflectorization to use of traffic rules,
from tyre testing to crash tracks and driving simulators

KÅRE RUMAR

General Background Information

The heading gives an idea of the width of the working field of
the Swedish research institute. The institute is rather young. It
was formed in 1971 on the basis of the Swedish Road Research
Institute. The idea was to broaden the institute competence
from pure techniCal road and vehicle research to include more
traffic studies and also to move into behavioural research. In or-
der to cover this research area three research divisions were
formed:

The Road Division with the aim to study the technical aspects
of road construction and maintenance. The aspects studied
here are e. g. earthwork, road foundation, geology, pave-
ments engineering, road materials.

The Trafic Division with the aim to study the collective
aspects of traffic. The following examples of sectors studied
here can be given: transport planning, traffic analysis, traffic
accident analysis, traffic economics, traffic simulation.

The Road User ana' Vehicle Division with the aim to study the
functioning of the individual man-vehicle environment sys-
tem. The aspects studied here are e. g. road user behaviour,

vehicle engineering, ergonomics, biomechanics.

Within the basic organization the activities are carried out by
project groups formed by researchers from one or more of the
three research divisions. These groups are composed with consi
deration given to the requirements called for by various projects
and are dissolved as projects are completed, and further groups
established When new projects are launched. The basic idea is
that more and more problems tend to be of an interdisciplinary
character and require the participation of competent persons
from different fields of science, inside as well as outside the In-
stitute. For special projects experts are occasionally engaged.

In 1975 VTI was relocated from Stockholm to Linköping, a
city situated between Stockholm and Malmö along the main
railway and the main road (E4), 200 km south of Stockholm.
This relocation meant the end of provisional conditions. The in-
stitute now has excellent facilities concerning both space and
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equipment. The average total number of employees during the
fiscal year 1978 was 175.

The activity is mainly financed through commissions from va-
rious organizations on a customer-contractor basis. In addition
the Institute receives a grant-in aid directly from the Ministry of
Communications. The total expenditure from the fiscal year
1978 is about 30 million SW Cr (about 7 million US$).

The principal aim of the Institute is to present the results of re-
search and development work relating to roads, road traffic and

road safety that are necessary to meet the standards aimed at in
the traffic and traffic policies, and to communicate these to the
decision-making and executive authorities.

Three categories of organizations are interested in utilizing the
work of the Institute, namely

a) The Government and Ministries who require the collection
of basic material for the formulation of traffic policy

b) Administrative authority boards (e.g. the National Road
Administration, the National Road Safety Office)

c) Contractors, transportation organizations, manufacturers,

designers, professional groups, trade unions and similar bo-
dies who are concerned with human and technical matters in
the practical field of road transportation and construction.

As an effect of the financing system most research projects are
initiated by the customers. The ministry contribution is used to
build up and maintain basic resources and scientific know how
and to finance the operation of the documentation and informa-
tion system. The institute is the Swedish representative in the in-
ternational road and traffic information and documentation co
operation. Only a very limited part of the money and effort can
be used to question existing conditions and to start research in
areas in which no economically powerful organisation exists
e. g. pedestrian and bicycle safety.

The results from the research are mainly published in the green
VTI-reports. Most of them are in Swedish but there is always
an English summary. Some are published in journals and some
reports of minor interest are only given limited circulation (red
reports). There is an English broschure describing the institute.
Finally the first long term research plan of the institute (1976
1980) is presently being revised. For further information in the



publication sector please turn to the information and docu

mentation section at the institute.

The following description will mainly be limited to the activities
of the Road User and Vehicle Division.

Research Philosophy

The basic philosophy is that road traffic is a man-machine sys-

tem with man as the limiting link. In this system we basicly

have three possibilities to improve safety and effectivity (see

figure 1).

Selection. By taking away those individuals that are not capa-
ble of handling the tasks of present traffic the system is im-

proved.
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Figure l: The three possible ways to improve system functioning in
traffic. l: Selection of road user (take away the bad ones)
2: Improvement of road user performance 3: Adaption of
environment to road user characteries.

Education and training. By influencing the road users in such

a way that their performance is improved also system safety

is improved.

Change of environment. By changing the rules, the roads, the
signs and signals, the vehicles in such a way that they better
meet the requirements and characteristics of man, system

safety is improved.

These three methods are complementary and much remains to

be improved in all three of them.

The main general selection problem seems to be: What would
be the criteria for selection? Another main problem is: What se-
lection proportion should be accepted?

The main education and training problem is probably: What
should we train? Another is: How should training, education
and information campaigns be designed to have optimum ef-

fect?

We have today the man that is developed during millions of
years and the main environment problems seem to be: What are
the most important limiting characteristics of man? How should
the environment be modified to compensate for and meet these
limitations?

The institute has competence and resources to work in and does

work in all three of these areas.

Competence and Resources

In order to study the interaction between man and the traffic
and vehicle environment the road user and vehicle division is
organized as is shown in figure Z. Researchers of two different
disciplines behavioural and technical cooperate in several
subprogramme areas. In the figure are also shown the basic
laboratory resources they have at their disposal. Finally above
each subprogramme area some project examples are given.

The nine behavioural researchers are mainly experimental
psychologists, specialists in areas such as visual perception, lear-

ning, information processing, decision making, ergonomics, fati-

gue, drugs and alcohol, children, and of course human experi-
mental methodology.

The twelve technical researchers are mainly M. Eng, specialists
in areas such as programming, microcomputers, electronics, noi-
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Figure 2: Organisation of Road User and Vehicle Division. Main resources, research groups and some project examples are indicated.



se, vibration, friction, brakes, tyres, vehicle dynamics, biomecha-

nics, wear, two-wheelers and of course engineering experimental

methodology.

Most of the studies are carried out as full scale simulation. This
requires test track facilities. The institute only has a rather small
track within the institute area, but larger tracks are available on
near by motor stadiums.

But the institute track is used for two other things than vehicle
and road user studies. An outdoor crash track has recently been
built up in order to study and test lighting columns, road sign
poles and crash barriers. In this rather unique facility a specially
built column and pole crash vehicle is used (see picture 1). The
outdoor crash track is an extention of the quite modern indoor
crash track (biomechanical laboratory) Where studies have been
carried out of seats (especially child seats), seat belts, motorcycle
and moped helmets, and various other vehicle components.
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Picture 1 : The specially built deformable crash vehicle which makes it
possible to study behaviour of various types of poles and
other road side furniture with high reproducability and
without too high costs.

The other facility now under construction on the track is a spe-
cial large scale tyre test track where the various important cha-
racteristics of automobile tyres will be possible to study and test.
This test track will be unique concerning length, speed, climate

conditions and the size of tyres possible to test. The track is
planned to be completed 1981. For studies of tyre characteris-
tics the institute also has laboratory equipment and mobile tyre-
test laboratory facilities. Here the tyre-road machine at the road
division is an important equipment. The tyres constitute the
only contact area to the road and are therefore most important
to system functioning.

The other side of the friction problem is the road surface. The
institute has available several equipments for measuring cha
racteristics of the road-friction, longitudinal and transversal
evenness, skewness, brightness etc. Presently a special general
road surface test car is being developed in cooperation with
Saab Flight Division and the Swedish Road Administration.

For studies of traffic and vehicle manoeuvres and characteristics
several apparatures with various purposes are available. Also for
studies of relevant human variables equipment is available e. g.
to register and analyse eye, head, foot and hand movements as
well as pulse and EDR. Good equipment for registration and
analysis of light, noise, vibration etc. is also available.

The field studies are costly and time consuming and furthermore

it is difficult to maintain full control of all relevant independent

variables. Finally safety requirements prevent several interest

   

 

ing studies. In order to overcome these roblems the institute
has built up more or less advanced sim ators. One simulator
aims at reproducing the lighting conditions of rural night dri-
ving. Another one simulates the attentional and manoeuvre tasks
of driving: A third one simulates the Vibrations that uneven
roads of various quality cause. A fourth one with a purpose to si-
mulate vehicle characteristics is under development. This simula-
tor (see picture 2) is quite advanced With two alternative TV
wide screen (135°) visual systems (computer and model,
landscape) and full motion systems. Both the visual system and
the motion system is through the controls attached on line with
a hybrid computer. the role and performance of the driver inter
action with the vehicle can easily be studied by changing the
various vehicle and road computer programs.

 
Picture 2 : A photo of a model of the driving simulator under construc-

tion. The visual field is 1 35° as given by three Videoprojec-
tors. Three types of motion is planned: roll (to simulate low
frequency lateral accelerations e. g. curves), pitch (to si-
mulate longitudinal accelerations) and lateral transition
along an eight meter long rail (to Simulate high frequency
lateral accelerations e. g. change of lane).

The vehicle dynamics programs necessary in the work with the
vehicle simulator can of course be used to study vehicle beha
viour in standardized manoeuvres (without the driver as a varia-
ble). Several vehicle manoeuvre simulation programs especially
with heavy vehicles and vehicle combinations have been develo-
ped.

In the traffic division simulation is also used but here in a more
collective sense. A traffic simulation model describes the beha-
viour of a traffic stream by considering in detail the behaviour
of individual vehicles as they traverse a given section of road.

The simulation model has been used to obtain traffic data for

revision of the design standard of roads.

Research Trends

To make it possible for the Institute to reach its aim, the pro-
gram must be based upon the development tendencies, which
can be perceived within society, in issues concerning traffic poli-

cy, traffic safety policy opinions and attitudes to various traffic
questions, international development, international cooperation
etc. Road and traffic planning is gradually being connected with
the regional community planning. The economic resources avail-
able for road construction have not increased at the same rate as
the traffic thus forcing the road authorities to spend proportion-
ally more on the maintenance and operation of the existing
road network. The special urban transport questions, connected



with large and semi-large build up areas, have become more
prominent.

In the work to improve traffic safety and traffic as a working
environment the limitations of the human being are given a
more central part. This means that increased knowledge is
required concerning the characteristics of man as a road user and
working in traffic.

The road users capacity to collect and process information in
traffic under different conditions as well as make decisions on
control and steering manoeuvres is of great importance with re

spect to traffic safety. The Institute will continue and intensify
research in this field.

More attention is being paid to the problem of the unprotected
road users (pedestrians, cyclists, mopedists etc). These road users
consist to a large extent of children, older persons and disabled
persons which accentuates the need for increased measures to
improve the situation for these groups.

Increased complexity and increased rate of changes in the ques-
tions of regulations, signs, signals and techniques also increase
the demands for the education of and information to road users.

Concerning the question of training and education of road users
the Institute will continue and enlarge the research in order to
collect more basic data and hereby increase the base for the
formation of road user training and education on all levels.

Regarding the vehicle, the Institute will continue studying ve-
hicle manoeuvrability on the road. Special consideration will be
devoted to those problems which concern the interaction bet-
ween driver, vehicle and road. The Institute will continue to stu-
dy a suitable design of a vehicle s tyres and brakes.

The energy situation calls for various studies concerning the
relation transport energy consumption in the road construc-
tion process, vehicle characteristics, travelling habits an the
driving behaviour of the road user.

Road qualities are of great importance to traffic safety. Research

and development work deal primarily with how safety but also

comfort is dependent upon road surface qualities e. g. friction,

evenness and lighting conditions. The development of measur-
ing equipment in these fields will continue in contact with Swe-
dish and foreign partners.

Project Examples

Below are listed a few headings of research projects in progress

representative both of the area of institute competence and of
interest of society and of industrial life

stabilizing methods for strengthening of existing roads
use of waste products in road building
choice of materials to achieve good road surface friction,
drainage, brightness and durability
counter measures against frost heave
accident risks for various road user cathegories
accident risks for various road and traffic conditions
accident risks for various road types and geometries
road and tyre wear as a function of various characteristics of
the two components
antilock brakes for heavy vehicles
dynamics of heavy vehicle combination

- effect of vehicle wear on safety
noise as a function of various tyre and road characteristics
effectivity of various types of spray protectors
friction and road wear for some new tyre studs
standard requirements on energy absorbing lighting columns
optimum night traffic Visual guidance along the road
design of good bicycles for children
traffic education in schools and preschools

- effectivity of driver training in critical situations (e. g. skid-
ding)
design of good warning systems for road construction work
requirements on pedestrian retroreflextorization

training and education of handicapped road users
training of professional drivers
driver behaviour and traffic rules
work environment for professional drivers (bus, truck, taxi)
road user and vehicle reactions to uneven roads.






